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CHAPTER 1

introduction
from the days of auguste comte family change has

been an important topic among sociologists and other students
of the familyamily throughout the nineteenth century the
theory of social evolution was most influential and it
inspired the myth of progress in the family caplow et

al 1982323 according to the theory it was assumed

that families in developed societies would always be improving

and becoming more egalitarian affectionate and efficient
this was the dominant viewpoint until after world war I1

in 1933 william ogburn wrote the classic work

about the familys functions he argued that the familyamily
was losing its timehonoredtime functionshonored in the areas of produc-

tion education recreation and religion his work triggered
a new major viewpoint about family change the myth of

the declining family caplow et al 1982324 the idea

of the declining family persists today religious and political
leaders frequentlyfreauentlv warn us about the sad state of the family

both the myth of the progress in the familyamily and

the myth of the declining familyamily are based more on specu-

lation than empirical research the major proponents of

these myths based their theories on an often distorted
view of the family in premodern times adams 1980 without

sound empirical data on past family structure and life
1

f

f amily s f f

losi ng
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lostlbostl f the percentage tables reported in his final
report of the project changingChang patternsinciincl and problems of

family life in provo utah 1905 to 1955 canning 1956

provide enough information to be used as a baseline against
which to measure some aspects of family change in provo

As the investigators of the middletown 111IIIlii project have

noted

2

any attempt to discuss family change is largely conjecture

william goode a prominent scholar on family change has

remarked that
in order to obtain adequate data on family change
any researcher would have to delve into the past
in order to obtain an adequate baseline a measure
of the extent of change that has been going on
it cannot be assumed that merely because people
say things are changing greatly that they indeed
changed much from the past 1963366

A survey that was conducted in 1955 on families
living in provo utah provides a baseline from which family

change can be studied canning 1956 surveyed 238 couples
v

who had been married in provo and were currently living

there his sample included three cohorts of those married

between 1905 and 1910 between 1925 and 1930 and between

1945 and 1950 he obtained data on courtship marriage
and family characteristics including dating and engagement

patterns religious affiliation and activity marital and

family happiness maternal employment family traditions
and recreational activities

although the raw data from the survey have since

been lost
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opportunities to study social change by extending
a reliable body of information from one point in
time to a later point are rare and precious sociologi-
cal research is a relatively new enterprise and
there are only a handful of old studies that offer
sufficiently reliable data and a sufficient lapse
of time to permit an interesting replication caplow
bahr and chadwick 1983248

this thesis reports selected portions of a repli-
cation of canningscanning 1955 survey in the summer of 1983

questionnaires were mailed out to 500 families currently
living in provo following cannings method the sample

was selected from three cohorts couples married between

1935 and 40 1955 and 60 and 1975 and 80 these cohorts
represent families who were at the same phases of the family

life cycle as cannings three cohorts thereby permitting

comparisons between the two surveys the 1983 surveys
questionnaire items and sampling duplicated those of the

1955 survey every effort was made to faithfully replicate
the research method of 1955 so that differences in results
between the two surveys might be attributed to family change

the settinasettingsett
founded in 1849 by mormon settlers provo lies

at the western base of the wasatch mountains in northcennorth

trai
cen

utah by 1900 just prior to the marriages of ca-
nnings first cohort provo had a population of 6185 people

in 1950 the last year in his final cohort there were

a total of 28937 people living in provo since 1950

provo has grown rapidly by 1980 its population had almost

3

s
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tripled to 74108 people US bureau of the census 1901477

195213 19828198280

although originally a small farming community located

in a rural county provo became the county seat of utah
county As such it has become the center of government

agencies and departments for the county in addition
provo is the home of brigham young university founded

in 1875 as a small teachers academy by the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday it has become the largest
churchsponsoredchurch universitysponsored in the united states in 1950

it had about 5400 students wilkinson and skousen 1976482

by 1983 it had grown to 26986 fulltimefull studentstime deseret
news 198213 the university growth stimulated provo s

economy and by 1980 it was probably safe to say thatbrighamthat
young

Brigham

university was the major economic force in provo

provo is remarkably homogeneous in 1950 only

threetenthsthree oftenths one percent of the population was nonwhitenon

the

white

nonwhitenon populationwhite had increased to only 4.444 percent

by 1980 US bureau of the census 195219 1982111982110

in addition to racial homogeneity the vast majority of

the community share a common religion the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday often abbreviated as LDS M

or called the mormon church is the predominant religion
no data are available for provo but in 1971 utah county

was 90.3903903 percent LDS in addition 97.8978978 of the utah county

people who said they belonged to a religious denomination

74 f108

44
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5

were LDS gungel 1981 provo families then are pre

dominatelynominatelydomina whitetely and LDS

in summary this thesis analyzes family change

by reporting on a 1983 replication of a survey that was

conducted in provo utah in 1955 the following chapter

discusses theoretical frameworks from which family change

can be meaningfully measured
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CHAPTER 2

theoretical FRAMEWORK

when discussing family change it is important
to have a standard against which comparisons can be made

and measured otherwise empirical research that is done

on families in transition merely become a haphazard colleccallec
tion of atheoretical data max weber in his conceptual-

ization of the ideal type provided a theoretical framework

for the creation of standards against which change could

be identified and measured

weber defines an ideal type as

the onesidedone accentuationsided of one or more points
of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse
discrete more or less present and ocassionally
absent concrete individual phenomena which are
arranged according to those one sidedly emphasized
viewpoints into a unified analytical construct
in its conceptual purity its mental construct cannot
be found empirically anywhere in reality it is
a utopia 194990 emphasis in original

he goes on to say that the researcher can work an idea

into a utopia by arranging certain traits into a con-

sistent idealconstructideal byconstruct an accentuation of their essent-

ial tendencies 19499091194990

after
91

an ideal type is developed it is then used

as a standard against which to compare actual research
in webers words

the ideal type has only one function in an empirical
investigation its function is the comparison
with empirical reality in order to establish its

diff use

ut ouiaopiaoula
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divergences or similarities to describe them with
the most unambiguously intellibleintelliblgintel conceitconceptslible and
to understand and explain them causally 194943
emphasis in original
the method of developing ideal types has been used

by several different sociologists to describe modern families
william goode explained that his use of the term conjugal

family represented a weberian ideal type

the concept conjugal family was not developed
from a summary or from the empirical study of actual
united states urban familyamily behavior it is a theoretical
construction derived from intuition and observation
in which several crucial variables have been combined
to form a hypothetical structural harmony such
a conceptual structure may be used as a measure
and model in examining real time trends or contemporary
patterns goode 19637 emphasis in original

the most important characteristic of goodes ideal typical
construction of the conjugal family is the limited extension

of the kin network that is families are nuclear rather
than extended 1963 in addition the family system is
bilineallinealbilinearbi the husbands and wifes kin lines are equally
important because the kin networks do not have great control
on the nuclear family other characteristics include free
choice of mate where the courtship system is based on

mutual attraction between two young people this attraction
continues to be the cement in the relationship throughout

marriage and the family is the center of an individuals
emotion and affect

another conceptualization of an ideal type in family

sociology is the open family mcginnes and finnegan 1976

the open family is characterized by a nonauthoritarianauthoritariannon

7

f

1963 7

conceptual ization

sf
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alsoaiso the family system is flexible and tolerant enough

to allow for the existanceistanceexistenceex and encouragement of alternative
ways of thinking feeling and acting mcginnes and finnegan

19763
A third ideal type of the family is adams extension

of durkheimsDurk notionheims of mechanical and organic solidarity
in the division of labor in society 1964 durkheimwurkheimDur classifiedkheim

those societies that had a low division of labor influential
collective conscience emphasis on consensus of normative

patterns and community involvement in punishing deviants
as being based on mechanical solidarity societies with

a high division of labor weakened collective conscience
emphasis on consensus on general values and punishment

of deviants by specialized agencies were considered to
be based on organic solidarity 1964 the key characteristic
in the two ideal types is the division of labor adams

argued that as the division of labor ceases to be primarily

centered in family units and begins to be specialized outside

the family then the internal structure of the family changes

he states that
as society moves from mechanical to organic solidar-
ity its familykinfamily unitskin move from organic to
mechanical solidarity that is the family division
of labor becomes less distinct and is predicated
more on choice than tradition with relations within

toltoi erantarant eno ugh

classifclassia led

8

power structure in the familyamily order and stability is
maintained by guidelines rather than strict rules and

means of negotiation rather than authoritarian pressure

f

al so f am ilyliy sy stem i s f 1 exiblexial e

f or

i n r
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the familyamily increasingly based on strong norms and
0 0 bonds 198096

perhaps the most popular ideal type of the modern

family is burgess locke and thomesthemes conceptualizationconceptual

of

ization
the companionship family they describe the compa-

nionship family as follows
1 affection is the basis for its existence 2

husband and wife have mutual acceptance of procedures
in decision making 3 major decisions are consensus
and 4 common interests and activities coexistco
with

exist
mutual acceptance of division of labor within

the family and individuality of interests 19719

they go on to say that the acceptance of procedures in

decision making presumes the equality of husband and wife

they also explain that individuality of interests include

freedom of self expression 1971485 and an emphasis

on the freedomreedomfreedon of the individual members to the extent

that it does not jeopardize the family unit 1971419420

the primary criterion I1 have used in selecting
an ideal type for studying provo families in this study

is the fit between an ideal type and the available indi-

cators goodes 1963 ideal type of the conjugal family

is based largely on the nuclear familys independence from

the kin network the 1955 and 1983 surveys contain virtually
no information about contact with and control by extended

familiesamiliesamiliea in a like manner the questionnaires do not

contain sufficient items about family rules and negotiation
patterns in order to use mcginnes and finnegans open family

1976 also there is not enough available information

9

f
1980 96 0

0
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from the surveys about the division of labor in the family

and family norms to use adams mechanical family 1980

the best fit between ideal type and data seems

to be that of burgess locke and thomesthemes companionship

family 1971 but the fit is limited there are adequate

data in the questionnaires to operationalize the constructs
of affection and individuality within the family there
is however virtually no information about marital equality

and decisionmakingdecision patternsmaking to be sure there are items

in both questionnaires that tap these two constructs but

the data from the 1955 survey concerning family roles and

power were never reported in enough detail to constitute
baseline data being thus limited by available baseline
data is a major disadvantage of replication research but

it is appropriate to use whatever baseline data are avail-

able

the companionship family will be used as the ideal
type for this study in so doing it is important to recognize

that it will have to be qualified our restricted use

of the companionship family will include only two cons

tructstracts affection is the basis for the familysfam exis-
tence

ilys
and there is an emphasis on the freedom of the

individual member to the extent that it does not jeopardize

the family unit burgess locke and thomes 19719 419

420 several indicators from the provo surveys measure

these two constructs the next chapter discusses these
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indicators and reviews previous research in which they
were studied
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CHAPTER THREE

REVIEW OF THE literature AND development
OF hypotheses

one of the major dimensions of burgess conceptual-
ization of the companionship family is that affection is
the basis of the familys existence burgess defined affection
as an emotion involving liking being fond of having
a firm attachment to and desiring to be in the presence

of the object of ones affections burgess et al 1971

for the purposes of this study affection will be equated

with romantic love prominent scholars on family change

seem to agree that romantic love has been the primary basis
for marriage in the united states since at least the beginning

of the twentieth century goode 1963 burgess et al
1971 ogburn 1955 and reiss 1964 in fact it is generally

taken for granted that couples marry because of loveiove
As william goode wrote recently in the united states

as in all western societies to some degree the
child is socialized to fallfali in love falling in
love is a common topic of familyamily talk as it is
a theme in movies television and radio programs
and advertising children tease one another about
it and adults engage in mock or serious conve-
rsation with youngsters about their sweethearts
it is taken for granted that eventually most everyone

will decide to marry on the basis of romantic attachment
198254

most of the empirical evidence that supports this
generalization is based on content analysis of literature
and media examples are furstenbergsfurstenberg s analysis of foreign

12

goo de

f act
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travelers impressions of america in their letters 1966

and lantzs content analysis of colonial magazines lantz
et al 1968 however useful these studies may be they

are not surveys of the american peoples attitudes and

behavior regarding romantic love in mate selection and

family lifeilfe burgess has commented

it is important to note that most of the evidence
about romantic love is in the mass media rather
than in systematic studies of the population or
even in case studies consequently we know very
little about the actual incidence or course of
this phenomenon burgess et al 1971271

the study here presented may help provide systematic survey

data to help us better understand changes in romantic love

in american families
the role of romantic love in the process of mate

selection has been measured in several ways ogburn notes

that the increased importance of love in mate selection
is illustrated by the qualities that one finds attractive
in a potential mate he argues that these characteristics
form a trend from economics to romance 195545 according

to ogburn in the past the most desired quality in a husband

was to be a good provider the wife on the other hand

was to be a good housekeeper but in contemporary america

ogburn wrote 19554535
the evidence indicates that young people today
wish to marry on the basis of personal qualities
and particularly for love and companionship rather
than as in the past either for economic or utilit-
arian reasons these personal qualities include
good looks charm attractive disposition or strong
charactercharactenoterOtene

lif e

f orm
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another aspect of the role of romantic love in
mate selection is the degree of freedom couples are given

to select the mate of their choice if parents or other
kindred can control childrens choice of mate then romantic

love between two people has little if any role in the
mate selection process in earlier centuries marriages

were often arranged before children reached puberty A

less dramatic form of control is the tradition where the
young man asks his fiances father for his permission and

blessing to marry his daughter

an additional form of parental control that was

common in the united states up until the turn of the twentieth
century is chaperonage goode 1982 parents controlled

love relationships by not permitting young people to be

alone together in the early 1900s19001s however dating

became a new form of courtship adams definition of dating

unchaperoned heterosexual activity and experience 198079

indicates that young people were given more reedomfreedom to

become involved in romantic relationships william goode

has commented that the freedom to date and to form one s

own friendships necessarily means that a higher proportion

of marriages are based on love and are independently made

196332 thus dating or unchaperoned time together

is an important part of the process whereby people obtained

the reedomfreedom to marry someone on the basis of romantic love

f

will iamlam

ones

1963 3 2

f
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besides the importance of romantic love in mate

selection and family life the other important dimension

incur restricted use of the companionship familyamily is individual-
ity individuality gives members of the family opportunity

to go outside the family to pursue personal interests and

goalsgoal this individuality can be expressed in many aspects

of family lifeilfe including recreation and maternal employment

prominent scholars of family change agree that
members of families go outside the home to seek entertain-
ment more today than they did a century ago ogburn 1955

burgess et al 1971 adams 1980 in addition recreation
today is less often a family event than it once was instead
family members in todays society are said to spend leisure
time with their friends rather than with family members

adams 1980 and burgess et al 1971 however logical
is their description of recreation there is no sound empirical

support for the idea that modern families are more individual

than were families of past generations in fact none

of the cited authors offer any evidence at all to support

their generalizations
one effort to study leisure time and recreational

behavior over time is the middletown 111IIIili project repli-
cating the lynds 1924 study of middletown lynd and lynd

1929 caplow and his associates found that in the middle

1970s teenage boys spent essentially the same number of

evenings away from home as they did in 1924 girls however

in ouroun f

i ty

s
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spent significantly more time away from home than they

did 50 years ago whereas in 1924 boys were out far more

than girls by 1977 this difference had dissappeareddiss bahrappeared

1980

results from the middletown replication also indicate
that today husbands and wives spend more leisure time together

than they did in the 19201 s then recreational activities
in middletown usually were segregated by gender by the
middle 197os1970s husbands and wives were engaging in a great

deal of leisure activity together caplow et al 1982124

even this conclusion however is based on casual observa-

tions and not on empirical data

the data from middletown then seems to contradict
the general conclusions made by the major scholars on family

change whereas the latter have announced a substantial
recreational exodus from the family reports from middletown

seem to down play that trend it may be though that
most of the changes occurred in middletown before 1924

thus reducing the amount of change in the past fifty years

another indicator of individuality within the family

is the trend toward more wives working outside the home

in 1890 17.3173 percent of all women in the united states
ten years of age or older were in the labor force these
women constituted 17.2172 percent of the total labor force
waite 1981 by 1950 33933.9339 percent of women sixteen

years of age or older were in the labor force which consisted

33 9.9

173

172
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of 28.8288 percent women in 1980 these figures had increased
to 51.6516516 and 42.6426 percent respectively

A century ago the majority of the female work

fonceforce was made up of unmarried daughters but today it
consists largely of mothers and wives adams 1980 in

fact
by march 1980 25 million wives exactly half of
all married women living with the husbands were
working or looking forfon work they made up 56 percent
of the femaleemale labor force with a quarter more
still unmarried and the remaining 19 percent divorced
separated or widowed women waite 19815

mothers with children at home also became an important
part of the labor force whereas in 1950 only 12 percent

of married mothers with children under six were working

outside the home by 1980 the rate had increased to 45

percent in addition 54 percent of married mothers with

children under 18 years old were in the labor force waite

1981

thus the review of the literature seems to pa-
rtially support burgess proposition that american families
are shifting towards companionship families today romantic

love largely devoid of parental control is the primary

criterion for mate selection moreover women especially

wives and mothers are becoming part of the labor force
in growing numbers recreation is shifting to outside
the home and is engaged among friends not family members

the empirical evidence however seems to contradict the

cent uryuny maj oriorl ty f emalemai e w or k

f onceorce

f or
f

0

f orceonce
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theoretical expectation that family recreation is shifting
towards individual ity

how do these findings compare to families living
in provo does provo with its predominantly LDS popu-

lation differ significantly from the national trends
the major hypothesis of this study is that provo families
too are shifting toward the ideal type of the companionship

family compared to thirty years ago the specific hyp-

otheses are that
1 there is an increased emphasis on romantic

love in mate selection
2 desired characteristics in a spouse are shifting

from economic to personal qualities
3 fewer young men today ask their fiances father

for his permission to marry his daughter

4 chaperonage is less common today

5 recreation is moving outside the home

6 more wives and mothers are working outside
the home

before examining the results of the comparisons

between the two surveys it is important to first discuss
in more detail the methods that were used to conduct the

1955 and 1983 surveys in addition it would be helpful
to outline and compare the general characteristics of the

respondents to each survey

individuality

ty pe

ag 0
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CHAPTER FOUR

methodology

canningscanning 1955 survey drew a sample from couples
who were married in utah county during any one of three
time periods 1905101905 192530192510 and30 1945501945 marriage50

license records from the county clerk for these time periods

were his sampling frame he used them in conjunction with

the 1955 provo city directory to locate couples married

in those fiveyearfive intervalsyear who currently lived in provo

from an original list of 7800 couples in the sample frame

he located 699 couples all of the earliest cohort 137

families were used in the survey as well as randomly

selected samples from the later two cohorts the samplesamplsampiesampi
consisted of 137 181 and 187 families respectively for
a total of 505 families

canning 195615 collected data from the families
by either facetofaceface interviewto orface mailed questionnaire
he doesntdoesndoean t say why he combined collection methods or who

he interviewed but he does report that 56 percent of the
respondents were interviewed the others returned question-

naires by mail2maila

canning reports that 297 families responded to

data collection attempts for a overall response rate of

58.8588 percent among the three cohorts 52 60 and 63

percent respectively participated in the study

19
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because he wanted to limit his study to provo residents
who had experienced life in provo for a number of years

canning only used in his analysis those respondents who

had lived in provo forfon at least fiveivelve years at the time

of the survey this requirement was an attempt to stand

ardizeardeze as well as possible the general cultural influences

of sic the three groups canning 19561314 this
criterion reduced the number of families in the three cohorts

to 63 83 and 93 respectively for a finalinalfinaiinai sample of

238 cases

198312831383 survey

the 1983 replication of cannings survey attempted

to duplicate the earlier study as closely as possible
according to bahr et al 1983251 replications may differ
from the original study in time place subjects methods

and investigators purpose s typology of replic-
ations includes each permutation of the four major kinds
of differences based on this typology the present replic-
ation is a type C in which place method and characte-
ristics of the subjects are duplicated as closely as poss-

ible however a researcher doing a replication must admit

that it is impossible to accurately duplicate every detail
of the earlier survey indeed many of the details are

left unreported and therefore are unknown to future
researchers but by consciously controlling the place
method and subjects of the later survey it is theoret

f or f
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icallyicalla possible to attribute any differences in results
to the timing of the surveys ie to social change

the sociologists who replicated the lyndslynd1lynda s middle-

town study 1929 helped refine the use of replication
as a research design they have stressed the importance

of duplicating the original methodology in particular
they warn against changing the wording of the questions

the principle intellectual asset of the project
was the opportunity to compare systematic observ-
ations including survey findings about a community
at a given point in time with systematic observ-
ations of the same community more than half a century
later and that we weakened those comparisons whenever
we changed the observational procedure even in
minor ways we came to regret keenly the small
changes we had made in some of the lynd s questionnaire
and interview items to bring them up to date bahr
et al 1983247

in keeping with these suggestions the present
study used questionnaire items verbatim from canning s

instrument some of the items were obviously outdated

but a cover letter explained why some of the items seemed

peculiar and archaic thel983the1983 questionnaire included additional
items that were not in cannings instrument these may

be used in future analysis on topics other than family

change in addition some of the items that were replicated
are not included in the present analyses because they are

not relevant to the ideal type of the companionship family

however for the interested reader comparisons of marital
and family happiness is included in appendix 1

i e
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As canning did the present study used a list of

names of couples who obtained marriage licenses from the

utah county clerks office for three time periods 1935

to 1940 1955 to 1960 and 1975 to 1980 these time periods

were chosen to correspond to cannings three cohorts
that is cohorts for the 1983 survey were chosen that were

in the same stage of the family life cycle as those cohorts

in the 1955 survey in this way results from the two

surveys presumably would be directly comparable the growth

of provo and utah county is illustrated by the number of

marriage licenses issued during the three time periods

2723 licenses for the 1935401935 cohort40 4091 in the 1955601955

period

60

and 13147 in the 1975801975 cohort80

v the 1982 provo city polk directory was used to

locate people in these marriage cohorts who were living
in provo every name was checked in the first two cohorts

but the number of licenses issued in the final time period

was too large v therefore systematic sampling was used

to randomly select onefourthone offourth the names the results
of the city directory search yielded 145 206 and 264

of the families respectively presently living in provo

all of the 145 families in the earliest cohort were in

the sample from the latter two cohorts 161 and 194 familiesmiliesfiafla

were selected by random numbers tables to complete a sample

of 500 families A larger number was selected from the
youngest cohort because it was anticipated that their greater

gr ow th
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mobility would increase the chances of them having moved

from provo between the publication of the 1982 city directory
and the 1983 survey

in the 1955 survey canning does not report which

spouse filled out the questionnaires or who was interviewed3

he does mention however that sometimes it was the wife
sometimes the husband and sometimes both of them together
canning 195617 because canningscanning method was ambiguous

I1 was forced to arbitrarily decide which spouse would parti-
cipate in the survey in the cover letter I1 instructed
the wife to fill out the questionnaire but if that were

impractical then the husband should complete and return
it an eleven page questionnaire and a prepaidpre returnpaid

envelop was mailed to each of the families two weeks

after the initial mailing a followupfollow postcardup was sent

to those who had not yet responded after another three
weeks a followupfollow letterup containing another copy of the

questionnaire and another return envelope was mailed out

to enhance the response rate lack of time and money prevented

additional followupfollow mailingsup

table 1 summarizes the response to the 1983 survey

eighty two families from the 1935 40 cohort returned completed

questionnaires excluding those families who that had

moved or whose questionnaires were otherwise undeliverable

these 82 represent a 61.7617 percent response rate A total
of 108 families from the 1955 60 cohort participated for

interviewed3

s
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a response rate of 73.5735735 percent from the 1975801975 cohort80

110 families 76.4764 percent returned completed questionnaires

in all 70.8708 percent of the total sample participated in
the survey of the 124 nonrespondents 36 sent back blank

questionnaires indicating they were unwilling to participate
in the study

TABLE 1

summary of 1983 sample and data collection

returned finalfinai
cohort sampiesample undeliverable questionnaires rate sampiesamplesamplsampi
1935401935 14540 12
1955601955 16160 14
1975801975 19480 50

total 500 76

82 61.7617617 81
108 73.5735735 104
110 76.4764764 70

300 70.8708708 255

adhering to cannings requirement that respondents
must have lived in provo for the past five years trimmed

down the usable pool of families one familyamily from the

oldest and the middle cohorts and 37 families in the youngest

cohort failed to meet this requirement in addition it
was decided to exclude from the finalinalfinaiinai sample those respondents

whose marriage during the sampled time periods was a remarriage

following widowhood these respondents were much older

than the rest of the couples in the cohort and it was

judged that their responses would be atypical and subse-

quently distort the data

fi nalnai
e
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canning reports that he did not have this problem

of older couples appearing in the young cohorts 1984

he earlier stated
that the birthdatesbirthratesbirth ofdates the couples comprising the
earliest group 19051019051011905 101lokiok ranged10 from 1882 through
1889 while people of the middle group 19253019253011925 301
were

30
born from 1900 to 1909 and the youngest group

19455019455011945 501 membership50 was born in the period of
1920 through 1928 195620

it appears then that by dropping these respondents whose

ages were atypical in the 1983 study one man in the 1975801975

cohort

80

was over 80 years old the two samples are more

comparable

excluding remarriages following widowhood dropped

two families from the middle cohort and three from the
younger cohort the final sample included 256 families
81 from the 1935401935 10540 from the 1955601955 and60 70 from

the 1975801975 cohort80

measurement of constructconstructs
our restricted use of burgess ideal typical companio-

nship family includes the constructs of affection as the

basis of the existence of the family and individuality
in internal family functioning As discussed earlier in

the review of the literature the role of affect in the
family has several dimensions including emphasis on romantic

love in mate selection andmarriage chaperonage and character

isticsristics that are desired in a spouse these dimensions

as well as the individuality dimensions of familyamily recreational

inmate and marriage

f
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and wifes employment were operationaloperationalized izediced using selected
items from the 1955 questionnaire that were replicated
in the 1983 instrument

A potential source of measurement error is that
much of the collected data is retrospective respondents
who are 65 or 70 years old were asked to recall details
from their courtship other respondents barely 25 years
old were asked the same questions it would seem that
the wide variation between the cohorts in elapsed time

since the events inquestionquestionin transpiredwouldtranspired createwould significant
measurement error however we can partially allow for
this variability by comparing only the matching cohorts

from the two surveys for example the 1905 10 cohort

from the 1955 survey and the 1935401935 cohort40 from the 1983

survey were at almost identical stages of their family

lifeilfe cyclewhenthey answered their questionnaires presumably

problems recalling past events would be the same for both
groups in a like manner we can argue that other measurement

problems are also controlled because persons in both cohorts

answered the same questions in the same circumstances ie
stage of family life

another measurement problem was coding the qualitqualia

ativeactive material after developing response categories for
each of the openendedopen questionsended two persons coded each

of the 1983 questionnaires in order to test for coding

reliability they independently coded ten of the same question

1 if e cyclcyal ewhen they
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nairesbaires or 290 items coding decisions were identical
for 255 items or 88 percent of the responses

ANALYSIS DESIGN

the overriding purpose of the 1983 survey was to
replicate as fully as possible to the 1955 survey the

questionnaire construction and data collection painstakingly

duplicated cannings original study having done that
the analysis of the data for this replication consists
of systematic comparisons of the results of the two surveys

because the raw data are no longer available from

cannings survey 1956 all that is available are the
percentage tables in his finalinalfinaiinai report the percentage

distributions of the two studies were compared and tested
for the statistical significance of the difference between

percentages davies 1962

GENERAL characteristics OF THE SAMPLE

As seen in table 2 most of the respondents in
the 1955 survey were natives of provo twothirdstwo hadthirds
grown up in provo and an additional 20 percent had spent

their childhood in utah county outside of provo another

six percent had lived elsewhere in utah only seven percent

had grown up outside of utah

of the 1983 sample only 43 percent of the husbands

and wives had grown up in provo an additional 17 percent

were natives of utah county outside provo another 16

th at
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percent had grown up elsewhere in utah and 24 percent

listed their hometowns as outside of utah the 1983 sample

then consists of fewer provo natives and more people who

grew up outside of utah

TABLE 2

hometown of husbands and wives in provo utah
1955 and 1983

hometown 1955
provo 67
utah county outside provo 20
utah outside utah county 6
outside utah 7

total 100

198812881388
43
17
16
24

100

As expected most of cannings respondents were

mormonscormonsMor inmons fact 94.5945945 percent of the husbands and 97.5975975
percent of the wives were LDS also the majority 55.9559
percent of the couples had been married in LDS temples

an additional 17.6176 percent of all couples had been married

in an LDS temple subsequent to their legal marriage members

of the LDS church believe that if they are married in the
temple then their marriage will still be in effect after
they diedle couples originally married in a civil or regular

church ceremony can later have their marriage solemnized

in the temple because only devout members of the LDS

church in good standing are permitted to be married in
the temple a temple marriage is a good measure of religiosity
for mormonscormonsMormons

di e
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like the 1955 sample the 1983 respondents were

mostly LDS in all 97.9979979 percent of the husbands and 98.3983
percent of the wives said they were LDS

A larger percentage of the 1983 couples had married

in an LDS temple in all 62.5625 percent were originally
married in the temple and another 19.4194194 percent had their
marriages solemnized in the temple at a later date

besides temple related marriages 23.5235 percent
of the 1955 couples were married civilly and 2.525 percent
were married in traditional church ceremonies one respon-

dent from 1955 reported having a commonlawcommon marriagelaw

only 10.7107107 percent of the 1983 couples were married civilly
and 2.525 percent had been married in a traditional church
ceremony four couples in 1983 reported they had common

law marriages

at the time of canningscanning data collection 89589.5

percent of his sample was currently married and living
with their spouse an additional 2.929 percent were still
married but not living together and 7.676 percent were widowed

none of his respondents was currently divorced

the 1983 sample also consists mostly of intact
marriages 90.2902 percent of the respondents reported that
they were currently in a first marriage and an additional

5.555 percent were remarried following divorce canning

did not have this unique category over three percent

3.939 were widowed and none was currently divorced

s 89 5.5

235

25

25

29

76

902

55
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As indicated in table 3 at the time of marriage

706 percent of the husbands in 1955 had been high school

graduates 8.888 percent had college degrees and 2.929 percent

had received advanced degrees of the wives 71.4714 percent

were high school graduates when they were married 8.484
percent were college graduates and about one percent had

advanced degrees

compared to 1955 the 1983 sample was more educated

at the time of their marriage 92.8928 percent of the husbands

and 93.9939939 percent of the wives had graduated from high school

at the time of their marriage in addition 19.2192192 and 14.1141
percent respectively had graduated from college and

3.636 of the husbands had advanced degrees none of the

wives had advanced degrees when they married

TABLE 3

education at time of marriage provo utah
1955 and 1983

1955 1983
level of
education husbands wives husbands wives

high school degree 70.6706 71.4714714 92.8928 93.9939939
college degree 8.888 84 19.2192192 14.1141141
advanced degree 2.929 0.808 3.636 0

it may seem odd that both surveys yielded such
a large percentage of intact families and no divorced responcespon

1

88 29

84

928

36
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dents three conditions may have skewed the sampling towards

intact families first the sample was drawn from couples

who obtained marriage licenses in utah county and who were

living in provo at the time of the survey in addition
only couples living in provo for at least five years prior
to the survey were included in the final sample in other

words the respondents had to be longtermlong residentsterm of

provo it seems likely that both the 1955 and 1983 samples

overrepresentover therepresent stable traditional families in provo

stable in the sense of nondivorcenon asdivorce well as non mobility

second because these surveys concerned courtship marriage

and the family roany divorced people who received the question-

naires may have decided not to participate they may have

felt alienated from the study that the survey did not
apply to divorced people or they may have preferred not

to recall painfulpainfpaina memories that might be renewed in the
process of completing the questionnaires

lastly the questionnaires from the 1983 survey

were mailed from brigham young university using official
university stationerstationery v because it is sponsored by the
LDS church and they are LDS church members most provo

residents esteem the university highly in fact the relatively
high response rate of the 1983 survey despite only two

followupfollow mailingsup is evidence this favorable bias however

some provo residents resent the prestige the university
enjoys and oppose the religious atmosphere it seems to

f amilamiiamli iesles
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impose on the community these negative feelings would

decrease the likelihood that they would respond to a question-

naire sent from the university and would be most likely
among persons who did not belong to the LDS church or among

LDS persons whose values did not conform to the orthodox

standard

the 1983 survey is not representative of the entire
population in provo obviously it is biased toward devout

LDS intact families but this does not affect the validity
of the study it was never my purpose to describe represe-
ntative provo families instead I1 have tried to measure

social change in families to do that replication not

representativeness is the key issue moreover I1 tried
to test Burgesburgess proposition that american families are

shifting toward the ideal typical companionship family

burgess et al 1971 and for that test a representative
sample of the citys families is not required rather

it is only essential that the biases in the subsample used

be roughly the same and has been articulated throughout

this chapter every effort was made to use identical methods

thereby enhancing the probability that the biases will
be the same

sf
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CHAPTER FIVE

RESULTS

the conceptualization of the companionship family

yields the expectation that couples in the 1983 survey

were more likely than their 1955 counterparts to view romantic

love as being essential in mate selection results show

that there was a modest increase from 74.9749 to 83.1831 percent

in respondents who consider love to be essential this
increase was statistically significant at the .0505 level
see appendix A table 1 the findings indicate that

by the turn of the twentieth century the important role
of romantic love was already a norm in provo 63.9639639 percent

of the 1905101905 cohort10 considered it to be essential
respondents from each survey were asked what chara-

cteristic of their spouse first attracted them canning

asked the question to both spouses but because only wives

were asked to fill out the 1983 questionnaire only their
perspective will be analyzed in addition adequate data

is available only for the overall 1955 sample therefore
individual cohort comparisons are not possible

canning reported that the four most frequent overall
responses in order were pleasant personality handsome-

ness religiousness and friendliness 195626 wives

in 1983 on the other hand answered that they were first

33
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attracted to their husbands handsomeness pleasant perso-
nality kindness and understanding sense of humor and

friendliness in that order As displayed in table 4

there was a significantgnificant increase in the frequency of hand-

someness and a decrease in religiousness althoughthough the

slight decrease in having a pleasant personality and friend-

liness were not statistically significant they dropped

in rank order from first and third in 1955 to second and

fifth respectively in 1983

TABLE 4

characteristics of future husband that first attracted
women in provo utah 1955 and 1983

characteristics 1955ab1955b1955 19831983cab

pleasing personality
handsomeness
religiousness
friendliness
total
number of cases

17dm6ma 12.2122
16

si

al

firstfirstfinstarst attracted the wife
ranningcanning 19561956r p 26

in the 1983 survey the question was worded what
characteristic of your spouse irstfirstarst attracted
you

canninganning only gave figuresiguresagures rounded off to the nearest
whole integer

ethe total percentages do not equal zero because
only four of more than twenty different responses

cin
f

f

someness

dC

262
30
76

49.0490490
123 116

in the 1955 survey the item read what characteristic
of the husband

26.2262
9 3.030
9 7.676

516
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were included in the table
percentage differences between adjoining column
statistically significant at .0505 level
percentage differences between adjoining columns

statistically significant at the .0101 level

despite these changes the important point is that
there was no change as hypothesized from economics to
romance ogburn 195545 indeed canning reported that
handsomeness was the most frequently desired characteristic
by wives in the 1905101905 cohort10 195626 either handsome-

ness or having a pleasing personality both personal not

economic or utilitarian qualities were the most desired

characteristics in each of the six cohorts

another indicator of the role of romantic love
in mate selection is the tradition where couples ask the

girls fathers permission to marry As hypothesized
significantly fewer couples in the 1983 survey than their
1955 counterparts asked for permission A comparison of

the pairs of cohorts in table 5 reveals that the decrease
was among the first two sets of cohorts in fact the
youngest pair 1945501945 and50 1975801975 shows80 no significant
change at all the findings indicate that the trend away

from asking the father of the girls permission to marry

has not changed since 1950

it was hypothesized that fewer 1983 couples had

chaperones during their courtship than 1955 couples the

results do not support this hypothesis comparisons of

f act
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TABLE 5

percentage of couples in provo utah who asked thegirls fathers permission to marry 19553 and 1983
by cohort

cohorts totals

father

ye
no

tot
number

consulted

s

al
of cases N

1905101905

79.0790790

10

100
63

1935

56
43

100
73

40

9
1

1925 30

67.1671671

tha1955

193540 1975 80

yes

total
210

590

05

569
32.9329329
100

83

1955601955

38.3383

60

61.7617
100

94

1945501945

37.1371

50

62.9629
100

93

197580

43.9439
56.1561
100

66

1955

59.0590
41.0410
100
239

1983

45.7457
54.3543
100
232

manningcanninghanning 1956 p 34

he question in both surveys was worded was the girls father consulted for
his permission

percentage difference between adjoining column statistically significant at .0505
1 ev el

percentage differences between adjoining columns statistically significant at
the .0101 level

OJ
a

43.143143121.0210
56956.9
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the percentage distributions in table 6 show that of the

five response categories there was only one significant
difference an increase in those who reported that they

were chaperoned occasionally

TABLE 6

frequency of chaperonage of premaritalpre couplesmarital in
provo utah 1955 and 1983

frequency of
chaperonage 1955a 1983

mwayseways
usually
occasionally
seldom
never

total
number of cases N

0.505
2.525
8.484

a1955 b

bin

05
25
84

20
24

05

65

67.1671671
100

237

2.020
2.424

14.6146
21.6216
59.4594
100

254

manningcanninghanning 1956 p 31

n both surveys the question was worded how
often were you chaperoned

percentage difference between adjoining column
statistically significant at .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns

statistically significant at the .0101 level

much like the norm of romantic love in mate selec-

tion chaperonage was already uncommon by the early twen-
tieth century even the 1905101905 cohort10 only had 6.565 percent

of the couples reporting that they were usually chaperoned

and none of them said they were always chaperoned in

21.5215
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fact 66.1661 percent of them responded that they were never

chaperoned canning 195631 see appendix A table 2

one possible explanation for the unexpected increase

in respondents who reported that they were occasionally

chaperoned may be that respondents in 1955 and 1983 defined

chaperonage differently traditionally a chaperone was

usually a person who accompanied premarital couples whenever

they were together in the 197019701 s on the other hand

chaperones were generally one or two adults who attended
school and church dances to akemake sure the young people

acted appropriately the couples were not supervised before

or after the dances therefore it appears that the significant
change is an artifact not a meaningful research finding

it was anticipated from the conceptualization of

the companionship family that families in the 1983 survey

would have pursued their recreational interests outside

the home more frequently than 1955 families As may be

seen in table 7 the 1983 family members did spend signifi-
cantly less time than their 1955 counterparts engaging

in recreation exclusively at home and more time combining

inside and outside interests this trend however did

not reach the point where home recreation was abandoned

in fact 48.0480 percent of the 1983 families reported their
recreation to be mostly at home

caution must be taken when interpreting these results
the wording of the responses from almost entirely at

1956 31

diff erentlybrentlyerent ly
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home to almost entirely outside the home is unclear
whether recreation outside the home is engaged with family

members or with others most people would probably refer
to the later but the former interpretation cannot be ignored

TABLE 7

location where family members pursued recreational
interests provo utah 1955 and 1983

Locationlocation1locations 195513 1983c

almost entirely at home 21.3213

these two categories are residual categories calculated
by subtracting the two known results from 100
percent

manningcanninghanningeC combinedanning these two categories in his
analysis and provided only a combined percentage
thus the same was done in the 1983 tabulation
percentage difference between adjoining column
statistically significant at .0505 level

ref er

TAB L E

d

cin

dthese

1Loca tionatlona

54

749

38 63

05

5.454
mostly at home or
half in home half out 74.9749 88.3883

mostly out of the home or
almost entirely outside
of the honee 3.838 6.363

total 100 100
number of cases N 239 223

oth questionnaires had the same five response
categories but canning does not report the percentage
of some of the categories

ranningcanningbC 1956anning p 72

in both surveys the question was worded indicate
below where family members satisfied their recre-
ational interests during the expanding period
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percentage difference between adjoining columns
statistically significant at the .0101 level

while measuring several family lifeilfe patterns including

the labor force status of the wife canning divided the
family life cycle into three stages founding expanding

and contracting he defined the first stage as when the
family is first established the second as when the
family moves towards its maximum size and activity and

the third as when the children grew up and leave home

1956109 in order to more accurately measure the frequency

of working wives he asked for the labor force status of

the wifewifbif in each of these three stages the 1983 survey

in turn duplicated this method

1 if e
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TABLE 8

labor force status of wives in provo utah
1955 and 1983a

family life cycle stage

founding expanding contracting
labor force
status 195513 1983 1955 1983 19556 1983

no employment 71.4714 41.0410 74.0740 49.8498 70.5705 45.9459parttimepart
employment

time
15.5155

TAB L E

55b19 1955c

410 740 498 705 459

155 291 197

299 63 167 151 252

05

13.0130130

29.1291 19.7197 28.5285 14.4144 28.9289
fulltimefull
employment

time
29.9299 6.363 16.7167 15.1151 25.2252

total 100 100 100 100 100 100
number of

cases N 239 251 239 227 146 159

in both surveys the questions were worded was
the wife employed outside the home during the
founding expanding or contracting period

ranningcanningbC 1956anning p 69

ranningcanningcC 1956anning p 75

ranningcanningdC 1956anning p 79

percentage differences between adjoining columns
statistically significant at the .0505 level
percentage differences between adjoining columns
statistically significant at the .0101 level

the labor force status of women in the expanding

stage shows a similar trend table 9 reveals that the
percentage of women not in the labor force during this
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stage declined from 74.0740 to 49.8498 percent the most dramatic

changechang though is the increase in women who worked full
time for example the comparison between the youngest

pars of cohorts 1945501945 and50 1975801975 shows80 that while
none of the women from the formerformen cohort was in the labor
force 18.8188 percent of the latter cohort was in it see

appendix A table 3

the trend towards more working women in provo families
remains consistent through the contracting stage because

the 1945501945 and50 1975801975 cohorts80 in their respective surveys

had not yet reached the stage of the familyamily lifeilfe1 cycleif
at

e

the

cy

time

cl

of

e

the surveys they are excluded from the

analysis the results indicate that the percentage of

women not in the labor force again decreased from 70.5705705
to 45.9459459 percent in addition the percentage of women

working parttimepart doubledtime increasing from 14.4144 to 28.9289289
percent the percentage of women working fulltimefull alsotime

increased though less drastically than parttimepart workerstime

the overall increases of women in the labor force
during the contracting stage were largely a result of dramatic

differences between the 1905101905 and10 1935401935 cohorts40 during

this period the percentage of women working parttimepart
increased

time

from 9.898 to 28.6286 percent and women fulltimefull
working

time
women increased from 6.666 to 23.4234 percent see appendix

A table 4 on the other hand there was a much smaller

increase of women in the labor force between the 1925 30

and 1955601955 cohorts60

f ormerormen
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conclusions

the major theoretical premise of the study has
been that provo families are shifting toward burgess 1971

ideal type of the companionship family the results moderately

support the hypothesis that there has been an increased
emphasis on the role of affection in mate selection there
was an increase in the percentage of respondents who considered

romantic love to be essential in mate selection as well
as a decrease of those who asked the girl s father s permission

to marry however there were no meaningful changes in

attractive characteristics in spouses and chaperonage

actually shifts in the expected direction were quite impra-

ctical in the latter two cases because responses in the
1955 survey were already at the level expected in a compa-

nionship family

it would be tempting to conclude that attractive
characteristics in spouses and chaperonage had already

I1

charchan acteriacteria sticsspics

thetthemchanged by the time of the 1955 survey but that conclusion

would require the same unsupported assumptions that other

writers of family change have made about courtship in early

america these are the precise assumptions that adams

1980 and goode 1963 caution us to avoid consequently

all we can properly conclude in this study is that attracattract

43

co nseq ue ntiy
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tivenessrivenessti ofveness romantic qualities in spouses and chaperonage

has remain unchanged throughout the twentieth century

the findings strongly support the hypothesis that
provo families are shifting toward the companionship familys
construct of individuality within the familyamily the results
indicate a strong trend toward recreation moving outside

the home and wives becoming a part of the labor force
although the findings in this study are generally

consistent with the writings of family change scholars
the contribution of this study is that it offers empirical

evidence to their arguments moreover it couches the
evidence within burgess ideal type of the companionship

family 1971

it is important however to recognize that the
unique sample of intact LDS families makes the findings

difficult to generalize to the typical american family

future research on family change would do well to study
a broader population in order for the findings to be more

generalizable

f

findl ngs
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NOTES

1 canning reported upon personal inquiry that he had
long since lost the data and that the only report
of the findings was contained in his 1956 dissertation
personal communication june 12 1984

2 canning reported that he tried to interview his entire
sample but mailed them a questionnaire if an interview
was either impractical or inconvenient personal commun-
ication august 29 1984

3 canning stated that he wanted both spouses to parti-
cipate in the interview or questionnaire but accepted
whoever was available and willing personal commun-
ication august 29 1984
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TABLE 1

percentage of respondents who consider romantic lovelov to be essential
in mate selection in provo utah 1955a and 1983 by cohort

cohorts total

response 1905101905 193540193510

yes

40

63.9639639 75.3753753
no 36.1361361 24.7247

total 100 100
number of cases N 63 77

1925301925 195560195530

81.5815

60

88.3883
18.5185185 11.7117
100 100

83 103

1945501945 197580197550

76.1761

80

84.1841
23.9239 15.9159
100 100

93 69

1955 1983

74.9749
1

al your

247
815 841

159

05

assentiessentialessenti requirement in your choice of a mate

percentage differences between adjoining columns statistically significant
at the .0505 level

83.1831
25.1251 16.9169
100 100

239 249

nanningcanning 1956 p 35

the question in both surveys was worded did you as a couple consider romantic
love to be an
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igo190

lo10
19lg

ainaln

TABLE 2

frequency of chaperonage of premaritalprepne marital couples in
provo utah by cohortacohorts

cohortsbcohorts5Cohorts

frequency

5

of
chaperonage 1905101905 193540193510

1975801975
40

alwaysalway

80

0 3.838
usually 6.565 3.838
occasionally 11.3113113 15.2152
seldom 16.1161igligi 19.0190
never 66.1661 58.2582

total 100 100

number of cases N 62 79

1925301925 195560195530

1.212

60

1.010
0 1.919
9.898 15.2152

25.6256256 21.0210
63463.4 60.9609gog

100 100

82 105

1945501945

0

SO50

1.414
2.222 1.414
5.454 12.9129129

21.5215 25.7257
71.0710 58.6586586
100 100

93 70

in both surveys the question was worded how often were you chaperoned

o0 findings are statistically significant at the .0505 level
ranningcanningcC 1956anning p 31

en

C

bno

38
65 38

152

582

12

98
210

22
54

257

05
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signficantsignificant

TABLE 3

location where family members pursued recreational
interests provo utah by cohort

cohort

location 1905101905 so1310

almost entirely at
home 28.6286286

he last four response categories are combined into two

percentage difference between adjoining columns statistically signasignf leant at the
.0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statistically significant at

the .0101 level

TAB L E

4

k

ln
N

5013

92

882

26

205 39

50 87

23

55 68

05

90.9909909gog

5.555 6.868
100 100

93 44

canningacanningscanning 1956 p 72

bin both surveys the question was worded indicate below where family members
satisfied their recreational interests during the expanding period

outcout0gutc 71.4714

9.292
mostly at home or
half in home half

88.2882
mostly out of the home
or almost entirely
outside of the home 0 2.626

total 100 100

number of cases N 63 76

1925301925 195560195530

20.5205

60

3.939

74.5745 87.4874

5.050 8.787
100 100

83 103

1945501945 197580197550

17.6176

80

2.323

76.9769
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ioaionlon19051005101 a 40b

goi901

66gg

oiol

wifbif e

TABLE 4

labor force status of wives during the founding stage of the
family life cycle in provo utah by cohort

cohort

labor force
status OS io1 1935401935

no

40

employment 90190.19011goeigoel

190510a 1194550 19 7580

bin

11945 75

519
33 325

433
49 240

472 257

41411111.11111iiililiiwi15.6156156
total 100 100

number of cases N 63 77

1925301925 195560195530

84.0840840

60

32.7327327
100 100

83 104

1945501945 197580197550

47.2472

80

33.0330330 32.9329
19.8198198

51.9519
parttimepart employmenttime 3.333 32.5325
fulltimefull employmenttime 6.666

43.3433
4.949 24.0240

25.7257
41.4414

100 100

93 70

nanningcanning 1956 p 69

n both surveys the question was worded was the wife employed outside the home
during the founding period

percentage difference between adjoining columns statistically significant at
the .0101 level
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significantsignficant

TABLE 5

labor force status of wives during the expanding stage of the
family life cycle in provoprovoyprovey utahutahystahy by cohort

cohort

labor force
status OS ioaloi 19354001935

no

400

employment 77.8778778

b193540ao4o

bin

190505101

95 208
205

521
292

05

100icmlooacm

93 48

manningcanningwanning 19561956r p 75

in both surveysurveys s the question was worded was the wife employed outside the home
during the expanding period

percentage difference between adjoining columns statistically signasignf leant at the
.0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statistically significant at

the .0101 level

69.2692692
10.3103103 14.7147

100 100

83 102

1945501945 197580197550

76.7767767

80

23.3233233 29.2292
0

51.9519
parttimepart employmenttime 12.7127 27.3273
fulltimefull employmenttime 9.595 20.8208

total 100 100

number of cases N 63 77

1925301925 195560195530 60

52.9529
20.5205 32.4324

52.1521
18.8188

100
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bcanningblanning

55

TABLE 6

labor force status of wives during the contracting
stage of the family life cycle in provo

utahutahystahy by cohortacohorts

cohort

labor force
status

no employment
parttimepart employmenttime
fulltimefull employmenttime

total
number of cases N

OS 1013

83.6836

100

63

1935

48
28
23

100

77

40

1
6
4

192530

60.3603

b1905100510131905 40c10

ano for

1925 30

bCanning

sty the question was worded was the
wife employed outside the home during the contracting
period
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0101 level

836
98

603
179
218

439
293
268

05

286
234

9.898
6.666

17.9179
21.8218
100

83

1955601955

43.9439

60

29.3293
26.8268
100

82

o0 data is reported for the youngest pair of cohorts
because they had not reached the contracting stage
of family life cycle at the time of the surveys

Canningy 1956 p79
cin both surveyssurvey

48148.1
28628.6
23423.4
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TABLE 7

marital happiness of couples in provo utah
1955 and 1983

response

very happy
happy
average
unhappy
very unhappy

total
number of cases N

1955 a 198313

62.4624

in both surveys the question was worded how happy
would you rate your marriage if separated by deathdeathy
divorce 9 or dissertiondissectiondisser marktion prior to separation
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-tically significant at the .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0101 level

1955a

bin

624
300

164
17

05

51.4514
17.5175 30.0300
16.4164 16.6166
1.717 1.212
2.121 8.8

100 100

234 253

acanningscanning 1956 y p 57
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TABLE 8

family happiness of families in the founding
stage of the family life cycle provo

utah 1955 and 1983

response

happy or very happyehappy0
average
unhappy or very unhappy

total
number of cases N

1955s

85.4854
11.3113
3.333

100

239

198313

78.7787
16.3163
5.151

100

254

manningcanning 1956 p 70

in both surveys the question was worded how would
you rate your general family happiness during the
founding period

manningcanningCC condensedanning the five response categories into
three
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0101 level

happy C

1955 a 1983 b

bin

854
113

33

787
163

51

05
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TABLE 9

family happiness of families in the expanding stage
of the family life cycle provo utah

1955 and 1983

response

very happy
happy
average
unhappy
very unhappy

total
number of cases N

1955 a

54.4544

0
4.4

100

239

198313

34.8348

in both surveys the question was worded how would
you rate the general happiness of your expanding family

percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-tically significant at the .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically at the .0101 level

aacanningcanningscanning 1956 p 78

bin

544
347
105

348
478
165

05

34.7347
10.5105

47.8478
16.5165

9.9
0

100

230
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TABLE 10

family happiness of families in the contracting
stage of the family life cyclecycler provoprove

utah 1955 and 1983

response 1955 a 1983 b

very happy
happy
average
unhappy
very unhappy

total
number of cases N

32.2322
37
22

5
2

100

146

7
6
5
0.0

28.8288
42.9429
25.2252
2.525

6.6

100

163

nanningcanning 1956 p 80

the question in both surveys was worded what is
your happiness rating for this period

percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0505 level
percentage difference between adjoining columns statis-
tically significant at the .0101 level

1955a

322 288
429
252

25

05

377
226

55
20

37737.7
22622.6
5.555
2.020
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1983 COVER LETTER

brigham young university
department of sociology

july 26 1983

dear mr and mrs

we are writing to request your participation in a study of
families in provo this study is a repeat of a study conducted
in 1955 on the courtship marriage and family patterns of provo
families by repeating the earlier study we hope to be able to
determine how provo families have changed and how they have
remained the same over the past twentyeighttwenty yearseight the enclosed
questionnaire has been designed specifically to provide valuable
scientific information about family life in provo and we hope
to be meaningful and interesting

your name was selected at random from the utah county
marriage license records because you are one of a small
scientifically selected sample your response is very important
this survey was designed to have the wife fill out the question-
naire however if it is impractical for her to complete it the hus-
band should fill it out in either case the questionnaire should
be filled out by only one person when you have completed the
questionnaire please mail it in the enclosed postpaid envelope
each questionnaire contains an identification number for mailing
purposes only this is so that we may remove your name from
the mailing list when the questionnaire is returned your name
will never be linked with the questionnaire you return

we have undertaken this study because we believe that
decisions of our legislatorslegisla teacherteachersteachentorst local officials and
others can be better made if they understand the lifestyle and
needs of families in provo alsoalsoraisoalsop uptodateup informationto aboutdate
how provo family life is changing is badly needed by counselorcounselors
administrators and to some extent by all of us

if you have any questions please call me during working
hours at 3783115378 thank3115 you for your cooperation

best regards

richard B miller
project director

800swkt brigham young university provo utah 84602 8013783393801378 3393

twentyeli ghtaht

800 SWKT 801 3783393378

el

sr

sf
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FIRST FOLLOWUPFOLLOW LETTERUP

august 16 1983

would you please helpbelpheiphaip us complete a very important project
As a part of a study of provo families we recently sent
you a questionnaire because it was sent to only a small
sample of provo families your responses are most important

however we have not yet received your complete questionnariequestion
since

narie
it has been about two weeks we thought you might appreciate

this brief reminder wont you please take a few minutes
complete the questionnaire and return it in the postpaid
envelope

if you have already returned the questionnaire please accept
our gratitude focfor this community service if by chance the
questionnaire was never delivered or has been misplaced or if
you have any questions please call me at 3783115378 and3115 we will
be glad to send you another copy or answer any questions
thank you

miller
project director

1 6

f tesies

for

si er lys

c lard B
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pleapieaplaa e

quastquestquase i

earearieat3 i er

I1learningearning what these changes are reisaterranenberremsaterRemRanren yourenbersatereiberelber
answers will be anonymousanonynous theche questionnairequestsquestiquasti should be filled out
by the wife however if she is not presentFre thensent the husband should
mjmulete it

if you would rather not participate please send the blank ques-
tionnaire back and we will take your nauenamenaus off the sample and not bother
you with any more followupfollow lettersup

if you have any questions pleasepleasa feel free to call me at 3783115378
again

3115
we would like to urge you to please completeconpleteazuconanu andpleteplate return the

enclosed questionnaire in the postpaid envelope thankmulknulk you very much
for your patience and cooperation

sincerely

richard B miller
project director

800swkt brigham young university provo utah 84602 8013783393801378 3393

enclenci ed

andmrsandars

brurfrur

ancznc 0

since r

SECOND FOLLOWUPFOLLOW LETTERUP

brigham young university
department of sociology

augustAuci 3131ttst 1983

dear mr and mrs

about a month ago we wrote you about a study of the courtship
marriage and family patterns of provo familiesfarmfardfadd sinceliesllesiles as of today
we have not yet heard from you we are writing to ask that you help us
by completing and returning the questicnniarequestiorxniare we have enclosed a
newnownaw questionnairequastquestquase andJ postpaid envelope in case you have misplaced the
the ones sent earlier

please understand that we would not trouble you a second timetim
if the mattermattar were less importantinport weant feel that it is in everyones
interest for people to learn what is happening to families in our
connunitycannconn thisdismismlsunity survey is an extensiveana3&xnsive attempt to see if provo fam-
ilies have changed over the past 30 years and your answers are
importantinportantlurportantinport towardsant

age

V

t
CIF ry ty

a 0

cam e

re

f
n 11 lete

ch

800 SWKT 801 3783393378

tionnalcenairenalze

lilas
cir
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1983 questionnaire

PROVO FAMILIES

THIS SURVEY IS A REPEAT OF AN EARLIER SURVEY OF PROVO FAMILIES
THAT WAS CONDUCTED IN 1955 BY COMPARING THE RESULTS OF THIS AND
THE EARLIER SURVEYsurveys WE WILL BE ABLE TO SEE HOW PROVO FAMILIES
HAVE STAYED THE SAME AND HOW THEY HAVErave CHANGED IN THETEE PAST
twentyeightTWENTY YEARSEIGHT IN ORDER TO COMPARE RESULTS OF THE TWO

SURVEYS MOST OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM
THE 1955 questionnaire FOR THIS REASON SOME OF THE QUESTIONS
MAY SEEM OUTDATED

MOST OF THE QUESTIONS CAN BE ANSWERED BY CIRCLING ONE ANSWER
PLEASE DONT CIRCLE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER UNLESS THE instructions
CALL FOR MORE THAN ONE SOME OF THE QUESTIONS CALL ON YOU TO
GIVE ANSWERS IN YOUR OWN WORDS WRITE THESE ANSWERS ON THETEE BLANK
LINES THAT ARE PROVIDED IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM USE THE MARGIN OR
ATTACH AN additional SHEET OF PAPER IT MIGHT BE BEST TO USE A

PENCIL SO THAT AN ANSWER CAN BE CHANGED IF YOU WISH TO DO SO

REMEMBER THAT YOUR ANSWERS ARE confidential AND WILL BE USED ONLY
AS DATA IN THE RESEARCH REPORT THANK YOU

THEYHAVE
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otherothen specify
7 acordingaccording to the utah county marriage license records you were

married in

couCOO saipSHIPsalp

SECTION I1 introduction
THIS FIRST SECTION ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR GENERAL background

11 you are
1 male
2 female

2 how many brothers and sisters did you have in all
3 what is your present age years old
4 where did you live most of your childhood

city
state

5 how long have you lived in provo years

6 which do you consider yourself to be
1 white
2 black
3 asian american
4 american indian
5 chicano or mexican american
6 otherspecify

were you in fact married on this date
1 yes
12 no

if no when were you married

8 hatwhat is your present marital status
1 first marriage
2 remarriage following divorce
3 remarriage following widowhood
4 divorced
5 widowed
6 separated
7 single never married

the questions in this questionnaire ask you about your courtship
marriage and family if you are presently divorced widowed or
separated answer the questions based on your marriage be-
fore separation

SECTION II11 COURTSHIP PATTERNS
THIS FIRST SECTION ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR COURTSHIP AND
engagement COURTSHIP REFERS TO THE TIME AFTER CASUAL DATING AND
BEFORE MARRIAGE

1 at what age did you begin to date years old

2 at what age did your spouse begin to date years old

youlived

y

W

1
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3 how did you and your spouse first become acquainted
1 through shared church activities
2 at dances or socials
3 while participating in school activities
4 through introduction by friends or relatives
5 grew up together
6 employed at the same place
7 other specifyspecif

4 what characteristic of your spouse first attracted you

5 how far apart in miles did you live miles
6 approximately how long in MONTHS did you date each other

before becoming engaged months

7 what was your favorite courting activity

8 during courtshipcourtshipy approximately how many dates did you
average per month dates

9 how often were you chaperoned
1 always
2 usually
3 occasionally
4 seldom
5 never

10 who PROPOSED
1 man
2 women
3 mutually understood
4 other explain

11 under what circumstances did the proposal take place
examples in the girls home while car riding in a letter

12 was the girls father consulted for his permission
1 yes
2 no
3 other explain

13 did youyour as a couplecouplercoupie consider romantic love to be an
essential requirement in your choice of a mate

1 yes
2 no

y

2

specia
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14 how do you feel about this question romantic love as
essential today

15 did you have an engagement period prior to marriage
1 yes
2 no

16 which engagement was this for the man firstfirsty second
third etc engagement

17 which engagement was this for the woman first second
third etc engagement

18 what symbol of engagement was given by the man
1 nothing
2 diamond ring
3 other ring
4 fraternity pin
5 watch
6 A kiss
7 other describe

19 during the engagement did you as a couple discuss the number
of children you hoped to have in your family

1 yes
2 no

if so how many children did you hope to have in your
forthcoming family children

20 in their order what were the two most important adjustments
which you had to make during the engagement period

1-

2

SECTION III111ili YOUR MARRIAGE
THIS SECTION ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MARRIAGE

1 type of wedding
1 civil ceremony
2 church wedding
3 temple wedding
4 commonlawcommon
5

law
civil or church wedding followed later by a temple
ceremony

6 other explain
if number 5 is checked indicate how long after first ceremony
the temple ceremony was performed

2 husbands age at time of first marriage ceremony
years old

3
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3 wifes age at time of first marriage ceremony
years old

4 was there a honeymoon
1 yes
2 no

if yes where did you go examples to seashore mountains etc

5 how long was the honeymoon in days days

6 indicate the effect of the honeymoon upon your early marriage
adjustments

1 greatly aided marriage adjustmenmts
2 helped a little
3 had no effect either way
4 slightly hindered marriage adjustments
5 greatly hindered marriage adjustments

v

7 how happy would you rate your marriage if separated by
death divorcedivordivon orcercef dissertiondissectiondisser marktion rating prior to separation

1 very happy
2 happy
3 average
4 unhappy
5 very unhappy

8 occupation of husband
A at time of marriage

B after ten years of marriage

C now

9 occupation of wife
A at time of marriage

B after ten years of marriage

C now

10 education husband wife

A at time of marrigemafrigemar

B

rige
now

11 religion husband wife

A at time of marrigemafrigemar

B

rige
now

4
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12 type of residenceapartment room rent house own house etc
A at time of marrigemafrigemar

B

rige
now

13 have you ever owned a home
1 yes
2 no

if yesyest how long after your wedding did you buy it
14 in their order of importance what were the first two major

adjustment problems in your marriage

11.

22.

15 indicate with an abcdafbfctdr or e see explanation below the
approximate length of time which was required for satisfac-
tory adjustment to the following marital problems

religious activities
and beliefs
inlawin relationshipslaw
earning and spending
income
social activities
sex relations

marknarkmack answers by the following
letters
a were adjusted from the

beginning
b 1121 months12
c 151 years5l
d 5105 years10
e never

17 how many children have you ever had please count all that
were ever born children

18 what are their ages please enter present age of each child

SECTION IV FOUNDING STAGE
WE SHALL CONSIDER THE FAMILY GOING THROUGH THREE STAGES THE
FOUNDING EXPANDING AND contracting STAGES THIS SECTION ASKS
QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FAMILY WHEN IT WAS IN THE FOUNDING STAGE
THIS STAGE REFERS TO THE PERIOD FROM YOUR WEDDING TO THE TIME
CHILDREN WERE JUST BEGINNING TO BE BORN INTO YOUR HOME

1 what were the greatest problems of YOUR family during its
founding period

124 residence apartment

15

abad
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hiahla

yetayetj notrfotr

2 how would you rate your general family happiness during the
founding period

1 very happy
12 happy

average
unhappy
very unhappy

3 was the wife employed outside the home during the founding period
1 not at all
2 parttimepart
3

time
fulltimefull

SECTION

time

V EXPANDING STAGE
THIS SECTION ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FAMILY WHEN IT WAS IN THE EX-
PANDING STAGE THIS STAGE REFERS TO THE PERIOD FROM WHEN YOUR
OLDEST CHILDREN WERE SMALL UNTIL THE RIME WHEN THEY PREPARED TO
LEAVELEAJleav HOMESOMEbome IF YOUR FAMILY HAS NOT YET OR DID NOT REACH THIS
stagerSTAGE FEEL FREE TO SKIP THOSE QUESTIONS THAT DO NOT APPLY TO
YOUIYOURyoul SITUATION

1 describe two of the most important traditions which were
developed in your family during the expanding period
1-

2

2 indicate below where the family members satisfied their
recreational interests during the expanding period

1 almost entirely at home
mostly in the home but sometimes outside too
about half in the home and half out
mostly out of the home
almost entirely outside the home

3 list the twogwo favorite recreational activities of your family
outsideoutsiscoutsis hj& hfim&

f

3
4
5

FcHI
AN

OLDI

STA

2
3
4
5

a
1

other explain

6

2-

4 list the two favorite recreational activities of your family
in the homes

1

22.

5 check the occupational pattern of your expanding family
1 family members worked in different places and at separate jobs
2 family members worked together at a common occupation

if so at what occupation
3 otherexplain
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agreeagnee 6

espanexpan6 how would you rate the general happiness or your expanding family
1 very happy
2 happy
3 average
4 unhappy
5 very unhappy

7 was the wife employed outside the home during the expanding period
1 not at all
2 parttimepart
3

time
fulltimefull

8

time

what were the greatest problems of your expanding family

9 in your family while the child S 7 w

ren arewereare growingwere up who iswasbiswas 13 s2 3 0 a0
responsiblesponsible

1

for
0

performingre the ra 32 S T 8 Q S
followingllowingallowing family activities cir 5 0 a0 S

cac8

clecie a number for each activity f
a earning the family income 1 2 3 4 5
b grocery shopping 1 2 3 4 5
c organizing family recreation 1 2 3 4 5
d care of preschool children 1 2 3 4 5
e teaching helping and discipindiscipio

ing schoolageschool childrenage 1 2 3 4 5
home repairs 1 2 3 4 5
cooking breakfast 1 2 3 4 5
mowing the lawn 1 2 3 4 5
washing the evening dishes 1 2 3 4 5
making major family decisions 1 2 3 4 5
keeping track of money
and bills 1 2 3 4 5
keeping in touch with relatives 1 2 3 4 5
who usually takes the responsibility
for seeing that everyone is happy
and that there is a good feeling
in the home 1 2 3 4 5

in most homes one person is usually
recognized as the leader or presidingpresidinpresiden
authority in the home in your home
who is usually recognized as the
leader 1 2 3 4 5

10 following are some statements about aspects of the family
that some people believe and some dont please indicate
whether you very stronglystr disagreedisagreeddisagreeltbiglyigly strongly disagree2disagreedisagreed
disagree3disagreedisagreed are neutralsneutral4neutral agree5agreed strongly agree6agreed or very
strongly agree7agreedagree circle7 your reaction to each statement
feel free to note how you reallyraallv feel about these
statements remember you are assured of complete anonymity

78
0 444 M

0
p4
3 72

a 3

fo 4cle A cn csst2s4

44
4

21

f
g
h
i
j
k

1
m

n

3 4 r agreeagnee 5

7

2

pres iding

lt

brewere sa

ts
pa
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very very
strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 some equality in marriage is a good thing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
but by and large the husband ought to have
the main saysosay inso family matters

2 if children are told much about sex they 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
are likely to go too far in experimenting
with it

3 women who want to remove the word obezobey from 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
the marriage service dont understand what
it means to be a wife

4 the most important qualities of a real man 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
are determination and driving ambition

5 A child should never be allowed to talk back 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to his parents or else he will lose respect
for them

6 it is somehow unnatural to place women in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
positions of authority over men

7 the family is a sacred institution divinely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ordained

8 A woman whose children are at all messy or 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
rowdy has failed in her duties as a mother

9 if a child is unusual in any way his parents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
should get him to be more like other children

10 there is hardly anything lower than a person 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
who does not feel a great loveloveriove gratitude
and respect for his parents

11 the facts on crime and sexual immorality show 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

that we will have to crack down harder on
young people if we are going to save our
moral standards

12 A preschool child is likely to suffer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

if his or her mother works

13 whatever some educators may say spare the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
rod and spoil the child still holds even
in these modern times

14 it is better for a couple to be happy and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

divorced than stay together and be unhappy

toldmuch

8
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contCONI I1 F
YOURYOMyow FAMILY OTblusHASHJUSbasbius NOT YET OR DID NOT REACH THIS STAGEstagerstages YOU DO NOT
NEEDNEEIneel TO FILL OUT THIS SECTION PLEASE GO ON TO THETEE FINAL
SECTION

1 what have been the greatest problems
contracting period of your family life

during the

2 what is your happiness rating for this period
1 very happy
12 happy

I1 average

sectSECI

yetrdetr

very
strongly
disagree

15 A woman can be a good wife and mother even 1 2
she has a very demanding job

16 A well raised child is one who doesnt have 1 2
to be told twice to do something

17 girls should be encouraged to be ambitious 1 2
in terms of a career

18 women are mens equal intellectually 1 2

very
strongly

agree
4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

SECTION VI contracting STAGE
THIS SECTION ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FAMILY WHEN IT IS IN THE
contracting STAGE WHEN YOUR CHILDREN GROW UP AND LEAVE bomeHOMESOME IF

unhappy
very unhappy

3 was the wife employed outside the home during the contracting period
1 not at all
2 parttimepart
3

time
fulltimefull

SECIONSECTIONsemmion

time

VII GENERAL QUESTIONS
THIS FINAL SECTION ASKS YOU QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SPOUSES
GENERAL background AND YOUR RELIGIOUS participation

1 where did your spouse live most of hisherhishenaisher childhood

city
state

2 how long has your spouse lived in provo

9

years

3

3

3

3

EHI

3
4
5

GENE
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3 which does your spouse consider himherselfhim toherself be
1 white
2 black
3 asian american
4 american indian
5 chicano or mexican american
6 otherspecifyOther

4

Specify

how religious do you consider yourself to bewhetherbe
affiliated

whether
with an organized religion or not

1 extremely religious
2 very religious
3 moderately religious
4 somewhat religious
5 not religious at all

5 do you hold an office in your churchchurchy congregationcongregationycongregations or
temple

1 yes
2 no

6 does your spouse hold an office in your churchchurchy congregation
or temple

1 yes
2 no

7 did you give any money to your church during the past year
1 no
2 yes

if yesyestyess about what percent of your family income did you
give

1 020 percent2
2 353 percent5
3 696 percent9
4 10 percent or more

8 how often do you attend religious services
1 weekly
2 nearly every week
3 at least once a month
4 several times a year
5 only on special occasions
6 never

9 how often does your spouse attend religious services
1 weekly
2 nearly everlyoverlyovenlyevenly week
3 at least once a month
4 several times a year
5 only on special occasions
6 never

10

A

0
7

1.1
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zerozeno 0

10 how many hours per week or month do you usually spend in
church and churchrelatedchurch activitiesrelated if none please enterzerooceroo in the blank

hours per week or hours per month

11 how many hours per week or month does your arousespousearousadous usuallyC
spend in church and churchrelatedchurch activitiesrelated

hours per week or hours per month

12 do you ever pray privately
1 never pray
2 pray only on very special occasions
3 pray quite often but not at regular times
4 pray regularly at least once a week
5 pray daily or almost daily

THANK YOU VERY MUCH PLEASE RETURN THIStris questionnairethisquestionnaire IN THE
POSTPAID ENVELOPE AT YOUR EARLIEST convenience YOUR cooperation
IS GREATLY appreciatedAPPRECIATE AND HAS ADDED TO THE understanding OF
PROVO FAMILIES IN THESE CHANGING TIMES

11

ours ours

4pray

DF
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auxARXaum atelyabely bowhow long in months did you data each other before
beamingbeaning engaged

B courting activities
by courtship we mean the tinetime between glgalselset dating and marriage

when marriage waswes a possible analopalanai
1 whatnhat was your favoritefar courtingorite activity

2 duringduning oourtshipy approximately howbow many dates did you average
per month

3 how often were you chaperoned
1 alwsalways 2 usually
3 occasionally 4 seldom
5 never

4 howhew wellweliweilw acquainted were you with your future inlawsin lawsins beforeore
marriage

1 very intimate acquaintance
2 closedose acquaintanceacquiniacquiai
3 only agitaiag acquaintanceiTai

4 no acquaintance
5 how well acquainted was your husband wifewif with your parents

1 very intimate acquaintance
2 closedose acquaintanceacaacq
3 only casual acquaintance
4 hono acquaintanceacaacq

6 whomm proposed
1 man 2 wcmanwananbanan 3 mutually understood
4 other explain

7 under what circumstances did the proposal take place exam-
ples in girls honehomehane while car riding in a letter

8 was the girls fatherather consulted forfon his permission
1 yes 2 no
3 girls father was dead

77

courcoun ipa

selsei

aoaact

mucmut ly
ainaln

circlr stances

characterycharacteri c

befbeaoreone

abxb I1 ne wa

mcquaiacquai tancebancazanca

acaacq
acalaccl antednted bifwir

CANNINGS 1955 questionnaire

cnjrtshtp PATTERNS

& becoming acquainted
1 bowhewhowbew did you and your husband wifewif first beccmebecame acquainted

1 through shared churchchuncha activities
2 at dances or socials
3 while participating in school activities
4 through introduction tyby friends or relatives
5 grew up together
6 employed at the samesauesane place
7 other specify

2 what characteristiccharactericharactery ofcf the husband first attracted the wife

3 what characteristic of the wife first attracted the husband

4 emhew far apart in miles did you liveliveo
5 at what age did you begin to datematomatr
6 approximately

A B ace antednted
e be n r e acalaccl antednted

ough introdu on

rt es

azzihl e agaj

20 ing cour

cften

w

casual aca ntancenuance
IT I1 IM

hus e

acq
ance

ples gir1 I1 s w e

girl I1 s f for pe ssionassion

characterlteri c hl Iehaehr

characbenlterileni

rn

apitai

bif

aca

ra
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jantduntdunc

abolqpbol ofcf engagement was given by the man
1 nothing 2 diamond ring 3 other r i n g
4 fraternity pin 5 watch 6 A kiss 7 other

describe
3 how did the mans parents react to the proposed marriage

1 strongly favored 2 moderately favored 3 were neutral
4 moderately opposed 5 strongly opposed

4 how did the girls parents react to the proposed marriage
1 strongly favored 2 moderately favored 3 were

neutral 4 moderately opposed 5 strongly opposedoppose
5

cl

what was the length of engagement in months

78

9 did you as a couple consider romantic love to be an essential
requirement in your choice 0 a mate
1 yes 2 mono

10 feelfedfeehowhewbewbow aboututdo thisyou question today

C engagementengar
1

jcnt
did you have an engagement period prior to marriage

1 yes 2 mono
2 what mbol

if less
than one month indicate number of weeks

6 which engagement was this for the man first second
third etc

7 which engagement was this for thetileteieeele wamanwoman first second
third etc

8 during the engagement did you as a couple discuss the number
of children you hoped to havehage in your family
1 yes 2 noifo

9 if so howhewhov maiemanymare children did you hope to have in your forthc-
oming familyadlyadayakly

10

0

in their order what were the two most important adjustments
which you had to make to each other during the engagement period

marrieeMARRIME PATTERNS

A the wedding
1 date ofcf wedding
2 type of wedding 1 civil ceremonyoenoercen 2enory church wedding

3 temple 4 ccmmorcmmn law j 5 civil or church wedding
followed later tyby a temple ceremonycer 6emory other

if number 5 above is checkechecked indicate how long after first
ceremony the temple ceremonycencer wasemonyemory performed

3 husbands age at time of first marriage ceremony
4 wifes age at time of first marriage ceremony

of

que on

MR

enga ent

ring

0 sed
girl Is

ored

1ess

pirst
which enga ant

dren

f
f

ing

w na

r V
10 mlsall I1 Is marriage ceremonyemory

df
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hugqhusq nd

chapeyhapey

79

B the honeymoon
1 was there a honeymoon 1 yes 2 no
2 IE yesyesyaesy where did you go examples to seashore mts r etc

3 howhewben long was the honeymoon in days
4 indicate the effect ofcf the honeymoon upon your early marriage

adjustments
1 greatly aided marriage adjustments
2 helped a little
3 had no effect either way
4 slightly hindered marriage adjustments
5 greatly hindered marriage adjustments

C check the present condition of your marriage
1 still married and levingliving together
2 still married but NOT living together
3 divorced
4 husband wife dead

howbow babeyhapeybapey would you rate your marriage if separated by death
divorce or desertion mark rating prior to separation

1 very hap 2 happyhaply 3 average 4 unhappy
fa 5 very unhappy

D occupation ofcf husbandmam3

1
qbmnd

at
t

time of marriage
2 after first lvefiveivefevef yearsyea
3

s
now

E occupation ofcf wife
1 at time ofcf marriage
2 after first five years
3 NOW

F education husband wifewifbif
at time ofcf marriage
at end of first 5 years
nowNGW

Ggo religionigionigdon husbandAM wifeVA

at time ofcf marriagema

at
riageariage

end of first 5 years
NOW

H typelype ofcf reisdencereisdenoereisneisnels apartmentapartaentapartnentApartgencedenoedenceganoegance roonboonroanoroannent house etc
at time ofcf marriagemarrimanri
at

age
end of first fiveivelvef yearsyea

nowitow
s

I1L approximate familyamily income
at time ofcf marriage
at end of first fivef yearsivelve

mp es

0

ma riageariage
S 1 ma ried 1 iv ing
SU 1 1 ma niedried

ma k separ on

4v4fttion
ma riage

f

H e

f

f

f

f
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telttlteiorin

adjada justmentustment

expleiplanationadnation
apprapar e 1length ofcf tinetime which was required for satisfactory

adjustment to the following maritalma problenspcoblonsproblemsprobi
mark

lenslansians

answers tyby the following letter
a were adjusted franfron the beginning
b 1121 months12
c 151 years5
d 5105 years10
e never

religiousigiousivious activities and beliefs
inlawin lawlw relationships
earning and spending incatincomeincan
social activities
sex relations
mutual friends
other pcoblenspcoblons

were there separations during these adjustment periods which maynay
havehayehape influenced the above answers yes fo if soysor describe

adjada usted f rauram

ndinganding
socibocial actieactiv es

adjuaddu ment

80

J howhew maiemanymarenany other people lived with you when you were firstirstarst married
number who were th what relationship examplesEp
wifeswifbif

lesies
fatheratherathene y husbandshusbands brotherbrotherybrothenbrocherybrobnof etctherrtherytheny

K check when the following conveniences became part of your familyamily
lifelifilfe

at
e

after still
time mrriageterriagearriagemerriterrimerrl dontdonage

of
t

indicate have
marriage year

own bonehonehomebaneeane
elec lights
running water in honehomehane
central heating in hanehonehaae
stationarystati bathtuboniaryoneary
indoor toilettoitod
telephone71

letl
radioradlo

onecne

regriferatorbegriferator
deep freezer
television
autanobiautomobile

L in their order ofcf importance what were the firstdirst two major adjustment
problems in your marriage
1
2

M indicate with an ay by c d or e see explanation in box below
the approximate

f
they

s

L follow g f
S

on
Autanobinobl I1 e

f
ma riageariage

indicate w a b CW

f
f

yea s

reae1aliatiallons
mut

e

no so

lef s
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chilchii d s

81

N who answered this questionnaire husband r wife 9 both together

PMTLY PATTERNS

A please fillilliiilii in the section below showing ormationinformationformation about your
children DO NOTnornom USE THEIR NAMESMES identify then tyby dunbernunbernumber indicate
those who hare died with a T in front ofcf their numbersnun encirclebers
the numbers of children who were adopted

childs sex date married number

10
ll1111
12
13

B we shall consider each familyamilyarlly as going through three stages
1 the founding stage whenitshenit is first established
2 the ftpanng stage when the familyamily novesmoves toward its maximon

size and activity
3 theeieeleehe ggatractingqpntracfcinq stage when the children grow up and leaveleweleneiene the

hatehonehanehata
please answer the following questions concerning each ofcf these
general stages ofcf your familyamily history

teeTBETHEeee FCXJNDDG FAMILYFAMMY
1 what were the greatest problems of zourYODR familyandlyf duringing its dundingfounding

period

2 how would you rate your general family happiness during the
founding period

1 very happy 2 dapsyhapeyhapsy r 3 average
4 unhaspunhappunhappy1.1 5 very unhappyunhapeyunhappl

que omaire huabhusba j

f ow informationmatlon

D

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

f
imehna est ed

f ma jaumjmum
0 e

que ons
f

f

ness
dina
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halhaif

ainaln

verven
mo d faf1 oors

erestscrests ing

perfberfomed

82

3wasawas the wife employed outside the hanehonehame
part full not
time time at all

a during the foundingpounding
period

b during the expanding
period

c during the contracting
period

THETEEleeieeehe EXPANDIM EMILYFAMILY
1 describe two of the most important traditions which were developed

in your familyamily duringduning the expanding period

2 indicate below where the amilyfamily members satisfiedsatisfsatish theirled recreational
interests duringduning the expanding period

1 almost entirely at hanehonehame
2 mostly in the hanehonehame but sane times outside too
3 about halfhair in the home and halfhair out
4 mostly out ofcf the hotehonehate
5 almost entirely outside the hanehame

3 list the two favorite recreational activities ofcf your family
in the haneshoneshamehane

4 list the two favorite recreational activities of your familyamilyarlly
outsideoutsihutsi thedc haneshones

5 check the occupational pattern of your expanding family 1
family members worked together at a common occupation

2 family fenbersmenbersmembers worked in different places and at separate
jobs 3 other explain

6 check below the persons or person in your arllyamily who performed
the following functions duringduning the expanding period

father mothertotherkotherlother both children all
only only but not but not family

ildrenqiildrenlidrenQi parents menbersmanbersfenbers
disciplined the
familyamilyarlly

earned the living
counselor or
confidantodneConE

family
idant

peacemaker
problem salversolversalven
mopped floors
washed dishes
cared for sick
children

changedclanged diapersdi
bought

rs
groceries

who kept budget

M VAVAVeav ng

tr tionseions
0 n f ing

ow f

about f
e

f f
11

il om onalonai
COMM

f
f owing fun ons ing iding

dren

f
coun or

chi1 dren

V

ia
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wow101non

clascias led

clacia cricai s

belbei cw how your general family
attitudes concerning the following items compare today to whtaht
they were at the time your family began
1

unhanh

83

7 how would you rate the general happiness of your expandingpndin family
1 very happy 2 rapeyhappy 3 average
4 unhappy 9 5 very unhappyunhappunhasp

8 what were the greatest problems of your expanding family

THE extractingentracting FAMILYFAMMY
1 indicate by his number each child who has nownew lefleftleet yourt hanehonehame

and the reason for his leading marriagemarr deathiager work etc

2 what have been the greatest problemsprohl duningduringingansons the contractingmatriperiod of your family life

3 what is your happiness rating for this period
1 very hap y 2 rapeyhaplyrape 9 3 average y

4 onhapy 5 very unhappyunhapeyunhaply

GENERAL psge3sgeCHIAME

1 markterkmerk with an x the social class in which your familyamilyarlly would haveha7ehaae
been classified at its beginning

cwer mtddig peemPPPM
classCIASclae class class

indicate with an O0 in which social class you think your family
now belongsonge

2 show with a ly ay2y or 3 see box below

less acceptable
2 as3s stayed the same
3 a3 more acceptable

divorce
templetempee marriagema
working

riageariage
mothers

others living with the family
childrens talking back to parents
possible familiesfani throughliesiles birth control techniques
planned familiesfatifani throughliesllesiles birth control techniques
the idea that it is better for a couple to be happy and divorced

than to stay together and be unhappyunhapeyunhaply
the idea that roles of husband and wife are based on male superiority

the idea that the best years of life are those ofcf youth
the idea that the purpose of the family is the dsvelopnentdevelopnentdevelopmentdevelop

growthirgrowthygrowther indivi
nent

and happiness of every individual member

q f an Y

na

f

1 r 2
tudes f owing cm pare

f y
chitchil dren s

for

tudes

growthir

haply

hmer mirer e

marn

awer

andin

audes

1.1
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expleiplainaln

84

blashaselasrasbias prwoprcvoprevo been your hanehonehamehome forfonf theor last 5 years

yes no
otherj3therjether explain

yea s

MA
1
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SELECTED ASPECTS OF FAMILY CHANGE IN PROVO UTAH

A replication OF CANNINGS 1955 SURVEY

richard B miller
department of sociology

MS degree august 1984

ABSTRACT

this study is a replication of cannings 1955 survey
of family life in provo utah the original sample consisted
of 239 couples who were married and currently living there
the replication was a 1983 mail survey that used many of
cannings original questions and included a sample of 255
provo families

this study measured changes in several courtship and
family variables using the companionship family as an ideal
type findings included increases in the emphasis on the
role of romantic love in mate selection handsomeness as
an attractive quality that women seek in a spouse family
members seeking recreation outside the home and wives
in the labor force there was no change in the incidence
of chaperonage results also indicated decreases in religious-
ness as an attractive qualtiyqualtin that women seek in a spouse
and the incidence of couples asking the girls fathers
permission to marry
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